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Introduction

Many studies have shown that the edges of tidal marshes support a higher
diversity and biomass of fishes and crustaceans than do marsh interior areas
(Minello and Zimmerman 1992, Baltz et al 1993, Minello et al 1994, Peterson
and Turner 1994,Cicchetti in prep). Rozas (1993) in a review of published
papers concluded that marsh edge was selected for by estuarine transients,
including species ofcommercial value. Edge is defined for the purposes of this
discussion as the interface between emergent marsh vegetation and open water.
The term "marsh edge" is rather general, however, and is used to describe a
variety of habitats which can be very different from each other in physical
appearance, and which can occur in very different locations. In profile, marsh
edge can vary from a graduallyinclined depositional slope to a vertical erosional
bank (Fig. 1). Differences between types of marsh edge translate into different
functional values in supporting resident and transient marsh nekton. Many other
factors also affect nekton use of marsh habitats; these are detailed in a review by
Kneib (1998). Here, we specifically discuss aspects of marsh edge in the
effective management ofcommercially valuable aquaticresources.

Location of marsh edge

Geographic location plays an importantrole in macrofaunal use of marshes.
Rozas (1993) reviewed published studies and concluded that densities of nekton
on Gulf Coast marshes areat least an order of magnitude greaterthan on
Atlantic Coast marshes. Rozas suggests that this might be due to differences in
tides, in geomorphology, or in rates of relative sea level rise. Variation in
nekton use of the marsh edge occurs along gradients of salinity (Weinstein 1980,
Rakocinski et al 1992), substrate type (Weinstein 1980), and depth (Rakocinski
et al 1992). Within tidal creek marshsystems, stream order also plays an
importantrole. In general, total fish abundanceand biomass decreases with
increasing stream order (i.e., from rivulets and headwaters to main creeks to
rivers) while species diversity and use by transient marine nekton increases with
increasing stream order (Rozas and Odum 1987, Hettler 1989, Ayers 1995).
The locationof a marsh areamust be considered in any evaluation ofnekton
use.

Extent ofmarsh edge

Within an areaof marsh, the edge in plan view can be reticulated with small
islands, channels,and marsh creeks, or it may be straight and relatively
featureless. It is generally in agreement that marshes with more edge habitat per
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unit area support higherdensitiesofestuarine nekton, and thatcreated marshes
should attempt to maximize the areal extent of marshedge by incorporating
reticulationinto marshdesign (Minello and Zimmerman 1992, Petersonand
Turner 1994).

Nekton use of marsh edge in tidal creeks

Tidal creeks providea greatdeal of marshedge habitat Several studies have
documented considerable use of tidal creeks by commercially valuable fishes
and crabs (Shenker and Dean 1979, Weinstein 1979, Rulifson 1991, Rountree
and Able 1992). Tidal creeks may include both erosional and depositional areas
caused by changes in current flows brought about by local differences in water
velocity through the creek and by other factors. Creek mouths and the outsides
ofcreek bends may have higher current speeds and may hold deeper water
bordered by erosional banks. Creek headwaters, and the insides ofcreek bends
may be areasof lower current speeds, sediment deposition, shallower water, and
a graduallyinclined depositional edge sloping onto the marsh surface.

Mclvor and Odum (1988) used flume nets to show that, in tidal freshwater
creeks, depositional marsh edges were characterized by higher abundanceof
small fishes than were erosional marsh edges. While SAV may also have
played a role in this study, experimentation showed greaterinfaunal food
availability at depositional sites and higher levels of piscivorous predation at
erosional sites. Hettler (1989) used flume nets in a polyhaline creek system and
found similarresults, though the focus of this work was primarilya stream order
comparison. Hettler's study suggested that graduallysloping depositional
rivulet marshesoffer a shallow water refuge from predation for small fishes such
as cyprinodontids. The study also found greater numbers and biomass of most
transient marine species and piscivores in deeper channel marshes adjacent to a
steep bank, and suggested that piscivores forage more effectively in these areas.
Both of these studies suggest very different patterns offish use between
erosional and depositional edges in marsh creeks.

Creeks areclearly important pathways for commercially valuable fishes and
crustaceans; this is generally recognized by marsh ecologists and is incorporated
into hydrogeomorphicmodels of marsh function (LaSalleet al 1996). Use of
marsh edge that is not in a creek by commercially valuable species is relatively
unstudied, however. In fact, marsh hydrogeomorphic models may evaluate non
resident nekton utilization on the assumption that these animals access the marsh
almost exclusively through the tidalchannel system (LaSalleet al 1996).

Nekton use of marsh edge in open embavment sites

We proposethat marine transientutilization of open embayment marsh edges
are also important Dataof Cicchetti and Diaz (in prep) support the assessment
of high piscivorous fish and marinetransient activity on erosional edges in
polyhaline fringing salt marshes. This study employed a small catamaran
equipped with a net spool carryinga 30 meter x 1.2meter heavily weighted net
with a foamcore floatline. The net was stealthily deployed by pulling the
catamaran in an arcusing a thin rope. A 25 metersectionoferosional marsh
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edge and 80 to 100 square meters of adjacent unvegetated mud or sand was thus
quietly enclosed in about 20 seconds. Fishesand crabswere removed by closing
in the net while raking nekton along the marshedge into a removable 1.2 m x
1.2 m x 2 m mesh bag with a hinged door. The study was conducted when the
tide level was at the top of the erosional marshedge, and took place far from
tidal creeks so as to evaluate the importance ofmarshes without creeks to
commercially valuable fisheries species.

Data werereported perlinear meterof marsh edge,because a marsh edgevs.
unvegetated underwatervideo comparison carriedout at this site in October
1997(Cicchetti and Diaz in prep) showed much greater fish use within 1 meter
of the marshedge thanin the adjacent unvegetated area. One meter of marsh
edgewouldrepresent approximately 3.7 square metersif the area enclosed by
the net were extended into the unvegetatedarea. The study found a considerable
use of the erosional edge by commerciallyvaluablefishes and crabs, and alsoby
Menidia menidia, cyprinodontids, various other fish species, andpalaemonid
shrimps, which arenot discussedhere. Duringthe period of peakcrabuse (July
and August), 1.7 blue crabs (mean carapace width 74 mm) representing 12.7
grams dry weightwerecaught permeterof marsh edge(meanof 6 replicate
samples). August and September was the period of maximum commercial fish
species diversity, when 0.6 commerciallyvaluable fishes werecaughtpermeter
of marsh edge, with a biomass of 3.8 grams dry weight (meansof 6 replicates).
These fishes represented a tremendousdiversity of species: spot (37%),
spadefish(30%), bluefish (9%) southernkingfish (8%), summer flounder(4%),
permit(3%), spottedseatrout (3%), silver perch (3%), stripedbass (1 %),
American eel (1%), Atlantic croaker(1%), and pigfish (1%) (Cicchetti and Diaz
in prep). Parentheses represent percent of commercially valuable species by
number. Densities of commercially valuable fishes werehighestin July(1.25
permeter) but many fewer species were present, and spot made up the great
majority ofcommercially valuable fishes by number (Cicchetti and Diaz in
prep). With the exception of crabs, most of these species may not move onto the
marsh surface; they nonetheless areusing and exporting marsh productionby
feeding at the marshedge. These species arewhat Rozas (1993) refers to as
peripheral species and what Peterson and Turner (1994) refer to as the marsh
subtidal group.

This study suggests an importance of the erosional openembayment(non-creek)
marshedge as support forcommercially valuablespecies that arenot normally
associated with marshes. Densities ofcommerciallyvaluable fishesand of large
crabsper squaremeter sampled aremuch higher in these enclosure trap samples,
which included marshedge, than aredensities in dropring samplescollected in
unvegetatedareas adjacentto marshedge or on nearbydepositional marshedges
(Cicchetti in prep). Since the erosional marshedge is intertidal at these sites,
fishes and largecrabsaremigratingwith the tides into this habitatas it becomes
available. Indeed, the erosional marshedge seems to be a habitatofchoice for
many commercially valuable species at certainstagesof tide. It is likely that the
increased waterdepth of these areas relativeto depositional areas playsa part in
this process. Moreover, the importanceof this habitatis probably
underestimated by the study, sincemark-recapture estimatessuggested that fish
and crab removalefficiencies for the gearas used are on the orderof 50%
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(Cicchetti and Diaz in prep). We suggest that the perception of marsh creeks
providing vastlymoresupport to non-resident nektonthan do othertypesof
marsh edge mayin part be anartifact of sampling in thesehabitats. Marsh
creeks areeasy to sample forlarger fishes with weirs (Shenker and Dean 1979,
Rountree and Able 1992) or with blocking nets (Weinstein 1979)becausethe
creekbanks naturallyenclose an area. It is much more difficult to capturelarger
fishes on open marshsites. Our geardoes quantitativelysample these areas for
larger mobile fishes and the datacollectedsuggest that open embayment sites
areimportant habitats, especiallyin areas suchas the GoodwinIslands where
open embayment marsh is much more abundant thancreekbankmarsh. These
findings should provide insight to ecologistsevaluating marsh function andto
wetland engineerswho areattemptingto build functioning mitigationmarshes
that areof value to commercially important species.

Implications to management

Our studysampledthe erosional marsh edge atone stageof tide in one
geographic location for four months. Three replicate daytime springtide
sampleswere collected per month. The study did not include a direct
comparison to depositional marsh habitats or to marsh creekhabitats. This work
is preliminaryin nature, and further research is clearly needed to validate our
findings and to expand them to other geographic regions. Nonetheless, our
research and the work of others suggest that both the type ofedge and die
amount ofedge in a marsh system are important in determining use of salt marsh
resourcesby resident and transientnekton. We predictthat larger transientand
commercially valuablespecies will frequent marshes of appropriate salinitywith
erosional edges mat are adjacent to deeper water. These sites are most likely to
be of high stream order, or to be open embayments. Conversely, marsh surface
nekton seem to favor marshes with depositional edges (Mclvor and Odum 1988)
and rivulets (Rozas et al 1988), or marshes of lower stream order (Rozas and
Odum 1987, Hettler 1989, Ayers 1995). Marsheswhich feature alternation of
erosional anddepositional edges in close proximity may greatly facilitate
predation on abundantresidentnekton by larger marinetransients. Many marsh
creeks offer exactly such a combination ofhabitattypes. These "combination"
sites, whether in creeks or in exposed areas, may well be extremely productive
in the supportof commercially valuable species. This hypothesis, however,
requires further study.

Minello and Zimmerman (1992) and Peterson and Turner (1994) suggest that
createdsalt marshes should attempt to incorporate a large amount ofedge. We
agree with this assessment and further suggestthatcreated marshes might
incorporate botherosional anddepositional edges into their design. Stable
erosionaledges could be created with "biologs" (BonTerra America, Inc.) or
other stabilizingmaterials. Careful planningand site selection (Broome 1988)
would be necessaryto avoid storm washout problemsassociated with an
erosional marshedge or peatbank (Garbisch 1997). Our suggestionsmay apply
best to smaller marsh creation projects (intertidal dredge spoilstabilization, for
example) which maynot encompass enough area to incorporate atidal creek
systemthatwouldbenefitnon-resident species. We suggest instead thatthese
created depositional edge marshes include marsh areas with stable, created
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erosional edges that protrude into somewhatdeeper waterso as to provide
immediate access to marsh resident production by non-resident predators. This
combination of habitats may lead to increased use of these created marshes by
commercially valuable fishes and crabs. This recommendationrequires further
study also.

It should be recognized that we consider this work to be preliminary. Clearly,
more researchis needed if management decisions areto be based upon these
suggestions. We offer this papermore as a springboard for furtherdiscussion
and research than as a directrecommendation to managers.
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Fig. 1. Erosional vs. depositional marsh edges.

Erosional marsh edge:

intermediate tide

Depositional marsh edge:

intermediate tide

(Modified from Cicchetti and Diaz, in prep)
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Abstract

Developmentofa Mesoscale Habitat Suitability Model Using
Alosa pseudoharengus anda. aestivalis as a Case Study

Rebecca Boger and Carl Hershner
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Many fisheries habitat suitabilitymodelsfocus on micro-scale waterquality
parameters. At this scale, the environment directly interacts with the physiology
of individualsof a given species. Water quality at any given location in a
watershed, however, is constrained by ecological patterns and processes
occurring at larger scales, in particular, land-use activities. A disjunct often
exists between the development of habitat models and the utilization of these
models by local and regional resource managers, who largely control land-use
planning. This project is to develop a model for the spawning habitat of two
anadromousfishes,Alosa aestivalisand A. pseudoharengus (collectivelycalled
river herring) that emphasizes watershedcharacteristics. These fishes spawn in
freshwater creeks along the Atlantic coast of North America. The study area is
the Rappahannock River in Virginia. Thirty-five creeks feeding into the
Rappahannock River were sampled to identify spawning activity. The creeks
vary in geomorphology and extent of anthropogenic disturbance. Data sources
include field measurements, remotely sensed data and digital elevation models
(DEM's). Indices are being generated for watershedand water quality
parameters.Relationshipsare being explored betweenwater quality and
watershed characteristics. By sampling a large number of creeks, it may be
possible to identify optimal natural habitat conditions and to what extent they
may be indicated by easily observable landscape parameters such as land-use.
The conceptual model developed here can be applied to other fishes. The
emphasis on a landscape perspective may aid fisheries management activities.

Rebecca Boger Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
Phone: (804)684-7535
Fax: (804)684-7179
email: rboger@vims.edu
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Abstract

Examining j^istitutional arrangements for Fishery Management:
regulation, taqjs, and community-based management

Mark T. Imperial and Tracy Yandle
School of Public and Environmental Affairs

IndianaUniversity

Fisheries management is primarily dominated by threeparadigms:

(1) the traditional centralizedregulatorymodel,
(2) market-based models, and
(3) community-based models.

The traditional regulatory model typically relies on a centralized hierarchical
institutional arrangement to implement, monitor, andenforcea wide range of
fisheriesregulations(e.g., size, mesh size, gearrestrictions, etc.).

Market-based models try to utilize market mechanisms such as transferable
allowable quotas (TAQs) to limit entry to a fishery.

The emerging community-based model tries to empower local communities and
give them greater controlover fisheries management programs.

All threemodelshave theirsupporters. Federal officialsoften prefer regulatory
models, resourceeconomists frequentiy advocatemarket-basedmodels, and
anthropologists and sociologiststend to advocate community-basedmodels.
While thereareadvantages anddisadvantages to eachmodel, little research has
focused on comparing these institutional mechanisms to determine what their
respective strengths and weaknesses.

The objective of this paperis to compareandcontrast these three management
paradigms. We begin by examining each paradigm and the centralarguments
advanced by their proponents. We then examine the basic structure of the
institutional arrangements associated witheachmanagement paradigms using
the Institutional Analysis andDevelopment (IAD) framework developedby
ElinorOstromandhercolleagues at Indiana University'sWorkshop on Political
Theory andPolicyAnalysis. The IAD framework draws attention to threetypes
of transaction costs associatedwith each management paradigm:

(1) coordination costs,
(2) information costs and,
(3) strategic costs.

Coordination costs arethe sum of the costs invested in negotiating, monitoring,
and enforcing agreements about provisionactivities.
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Informationcosts are those associated with searching for and organizing
information and the cost of errorsresulting from an ineffective blend of
scientific and time and place information.

Strategic costs result from asymmetries in information, power, or other
resourcessuch that some obtain benefits at the expense ofothers. Common
strategiccosts include free riding, rent seeking, shirking, and corruption.

Our analysis demonstrates that these transactioncosts tend to vary greatly
between each paradigm. The IAD framework also draws attention to five
criteria that can be used to examine the overall performance ofeach institutional
arrangement These include: efficiency; fiscal equivalence; redistributional
equity; accountability; and, adaptability. Our analysisdemonstratesthat there
are tradeoffs among each management paradigm with respect to these criteria as
well. Thus, our paper suggests that each management paradigm has clear
strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, we arguethat researchers need to
systematically examine how physical and cultural factors influence transaction
costs and the overall performance criteria.

Tracy Yandle School of Publicand Environmental Affairs
IndianaUniversity
Bloomington, IN 47405
Ph (812) 855-7980
Fax (812) 855-7802
tyandle@indiana.edu
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SOCIO-CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS OF COMMERCIAL FISHERS ON
THE SPINY LOBSTER TRAP CERTIFICATE PROGRAM IN THE

FLORIDA KEYS

Manoj Shivlani, University of Miami, and
Walter J. Milon, University ofFlorida

Introduction

The spiny lobster {Panularis argus) industry is the most lucrative fishery in the
state of Florida, averaging almost six million pounds over the past two decades
(Bohnsack et. al, 1994). Almost 90 percent of the total catch is annually landed
in the Florida Keys (Monroe County). Because of increasing gear and
investment that fishers began placing into the industrysince the 1970's, the
FloridaLegislatureimplemented an effort reduction programin 1991 (DEP,
1997). The Spiny Lobster Trap CertificateProgram (LTC) was passed to
stabilize the fishery by reducing the total numberof traps (Florida Statutes
370.142). Using fishers' prior catch total histories, the Florida Departmentof
Environmental Protection (DEP) allocated trap certificates to the users. These
certificates were and are still subject to an annual reduction schedule until the
program achieves its overall reduction goal. The unique natureof the LTC
allows fishers to transfer certificates to other individuals, thereby creating a
market-based, fishery system akin to the individual transferable quota (ITQ)
fisheries in other sectors (Tietenberg, 1996).

Previous studies on ITQs and other market-based fisheries have largely focused
on their biological sustainability and economic success. More recent research
has explored such systems' social impacts, including the elimination of self-
sustaining, small operators, the fragmentation of fishery-based communities, the
corporatization of common resources, and theconcentration of ITQsor shares.
Studies on the New Zealand ITQ fisheries suggest that market-based fishery
managementdisproportionately impacts and selectively eliminates smaller
fishers from the industries (Pyar and Ross, 1995; Duncan, 1995). McCay et al.
(1994) show that ITQ systems concentrate quotas within fewer, larger operators.
In response to the social impacts that ITQs present, the 1996 Amendments to the
FisheryConservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act) imposeda
five year moratorium on ITQs in federal fishery management plans, adding that
subsequent ITQ management strategies must provide for fair allocation, prevent
quota concentration, and considerallocation for entry-leveland small fishers (16
U.S.C. sec. 1853 (d)(5)(B)).

The purpose of this study is to assess the socio-cultural impacts, determined by a
1997 survey conducted with selected members of spiny lobster fishing
community, of the LTC program on spiny lobster fishers in the Florida Keys.
An analysis of fishers' perceptions can provide important informationon how
managerscan implement socially acceptable, market-based, fishery management
systems.
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Socio-Cultural Impacts of the LTC
Methodology

We conducted a survey with lobster license holders in the Florida Keys to
determine the social and cultural impacts of the LTC on their activities and to
assess their perceptions on the program. We used personal interviews as the
preferred survey format and conducted the surveysat the fishers' place of work
or residence (Alreck and Settle, 1985). We noted all comments made by the
fishers on the program's social aspects and compiled field reports for each
survey that narrated the respondents' viewson the LTC.

We contacted a selected sample of lobster fishers who represented a cross-
section of the industry from the 1995-96Florida Saltwater Products List,
including fishers from the Upper, Middle, and Lower Key subregions of Monroe
County. We also selected fishers who held various tiers of certificates, ranging
from individuals who held no certificates to those who owned more than 4,000
certificates. The survey session commenced in April 1997, and we conducted
our field surveys between June 1997 and December 1997.

Demographic profile of respondents

We interviewed a total of 72 fishers. A vast majority, or 96 percent, of the
respondents werefull-time operators who obtained an average of 98 percent of
their total income from commercial fishing. Greater than two-thirds were older
than 40 years, and over half had been fishing for more than 20 years in Monroe
County. The average tenure in the fishery was between 11-20years,
demonstrating that the sample included mostly experienced and established
fishers.

Most of the fishers reported owning fishing vessels. The average replacement
value of the vessels was almost $90,000, and only a small percentage of the
respondents ownedvessels thatcost$300,000 or more. Almost 90 percent of
the fishers surveyed owned lobster certificates. The range in the number of
certificates was between zero and 6,500, the average number of certificates held
was 1,569, and half the fishers owned 1,108 certificates or less. Almost three-
quartersof the sample ownedstonecrab traps. Overall, the sample listed
owning between 0-12,000 traps in both fisheries.

The demographicand economic informationlisted by the respondents indicated
that most of the license holders surveyedwere older, established fishers who
havebeen fishing in the Florida Keysfor over a decade,and specializein both
lobster and stone crab trap fisheries. Most of the operators have small to
moderate investments in the lobster fishery, and only a small percentage owns a
large number of traps and expensive vessels.

Fishers' perceptionson the LTC

We identified and divided three tiers of fishers within our sample. Tier 1
represented thesmall fishers whoowned less than 1,000certificates, Tier2
represented medium-sized operators who owned between 1,000-2,000
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certificates,andTier 3 represented large operators who owned greater than
2,000 certificates. Table 1 presents the views of each tier on the LTC and its
various components.

TABLE 1

Question
Small

operators
(n = 33)

Medium-

sized

operators
(n = 22)

Large
operators
(n=17)

Overall

(n = 72)

1. Favor allocation 11.5 27.8 75 23.6

2. Favor LTC 14.3 27.8 40 20.8

3. Favor leasing 26.9 50 61.5 31.9

4. Favor reduction 4 8.3 10.5 5.6

5. LTC provides value 14.8 373 25 20.8

6. LTC is sustainable 3.7 37.5 20 15.3

7. LTC is unenforceable 22.2 12.5 38.1 25

8. LTC is for government
funds

32 18.8 52.4 33.3

9. LTC benefits large
operators

70.4 47.6 18.8 51.4

10. LTC is removing
smaller operators

77.8 57.1 25 58.3

responsesrefer to percentage levels of agreement

A majority of the large operators favored the initial allocation of the trap
certificates and leasing within the LTC. However, only a quarter of the large
fishersbelieved that the LTC provides value to the industry, and a lower
percentage (20 percent) agreed that the LTC is sustainable. Greater than half of
the large operators viewed the program as a meansby which the government
could collect money from fishing activities.

Medium and small operators generallydisapproved of the initial allocation of
the trap certificates, and they did not favor the LTC. More medium fishers
approvedof leasingthan small fishers. Both groupsagreed that the LTC is
removing small operators, and a high percentage of small fishers believed that
the LTC benefits large operators.

A majorityof the operators in all three tiersdisapproved of reductionsin the
certificate program. The respondents in the tiers alsodid not perceive the LTC
as a long-term, sustainable program, as determined by the low percentages of
agreementwith questions concerningthe value and sustainabilityof the LTC.
These percentages suggest that fishers, regardless of their certificate totals, are
wary of the program's future.
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Discussion

While the percentagecomparisons suggest that larger operatorsview the LTC
more favorably than their smaller counterparts, a majority of the respondents are
nevertheless against the program. The fishers' negative opinions suggest that
their perceptions on the LTC and other fishery management strategiesmay be
motivated by more than economic impacts. We suggest that thereare prevailing
socio-cultural perceptions that contributed to the majority's negative views, and
these perceptions need to be understoodarid ameliorated in order for managers
and decision-makers to implement economically sustainableand socially
acceptable fishery strategies.

We identified five major socio-cultural perceptions that have contributed to the
fishers' disapprovalof the LTC, and they are:

Fear of the "non-fisherVoutsider" influence

Anger over the "changing landscape" of the fishery

Uncertainty on the program's reduction extent and schedule

Belief that the program is a means by which to remove
commercial fishing from the region

Conviction that the programhas led to greaterillegal activities

These perceptionsare not isolated among fishers who are againstthe LTC.
They are prevalent among the community which includes large,medium, and
small operators, and fish house owners who are concerned with what they view
as a dramatic shift in their industry.

Fear of the "non-fisher7"outsider" influence

The fear that "outsiders" have infiltrated the lobster industry since the inception
of the LTC is prevalent among the respondents. Many fishers in the sample
blame the high market value of the certificates(which rangedbetween $70-90
each in 1997) on "outsiders" who have purportedly purchased certificates with
the intents of speculatingon their future value or for leasing purposes.

Many respondentsare particularly disappointed with the leasingthat occurs
under the LTC, as evidenced by the 51 percentof the fisherswho disapproved of
the concept altogether. They arguethat leasingallowed"non-fishers" to enter
the fishery without setting a single trap. Several of the respondents offered a
solution to leasing,stating that if leasing is to be permittedin the program, it
shouldonly be allowed if the leasers can verify thatthey fish a percentage of
theircertificates. If the leasing system were so modified, the respondents
believe that "non-fishers" would have fewer incentives to enter the fishery,
certificate prices would stabilize, and the "outsider" element would wane.
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The "changing landscape" of the fishery

Respondents, both those in favor of and againstthe LTC, generallyagreethat
the programis changing the cultural identity of the lobster fishery in the Florida
Keys. Prior to the LTC, small entrants worked as mates in an "apprenticeship
system", gained experience in lobster fishing underestablishedcaptains, and
eventually "graduated"as captains in their own operations. Under the current
management system, matescannot afford certificates andthus own part of the
fishery.

Many of the respondentsalso describethe "changinglandscape" as a shift in the
fishery from one that was previously diffuse and largelybased on sustainable
use to a concentrated, profit-driven industry. Opponents of the programbelieve
thatthe professionalization of the fishery has incurred significant,negative
effects on the social fabric of the fishing community. Fishers who represent
several generationsof Keys fishermen have sold their certificates and departed
from the industry. Fish houses that relied on these fishers have lost significant
parts of theirincomeanda moderate percentage of theirmembers. Because of
the increasing competition that the program engenders, many fishers claim that
traditional, community-based activities such as trappoursand cooperative
surveillance have declined. Incoming fishers who enter the lobster industry by
purchasing certificatesare not always acceptedby the community either. They
are often viewed as "carpetbaggers" who have usurped the fishery from exiting
fishers.

Uncertainty over the program's reduction extent and schedule

A majority of the fishers surveyed areagainst further trapcertificatereductions.
They arguethat priorreductions, between the 1992-93to 1994-95seasons,have
sufficiently reduced certificate totals', and that there isno need for further
reductions. Almost 10 percentof the fishers we surveyed had sold their total
certificates in 1997, and a majority of these exiting fishers cited uncertainty over
the reduction scheduleas the primary reason for theirdeparture from the fishery.
Several fish house owners reported losing high-level producers who they
claimed had left because they were concerned about future reductions.

The respondents aregenerally disappointed with the certificate
reduction schedule, which many claim is unclear. Several fishers argue that the
fishery is sustainable at its current level,andthe further reductions would
negatively affect catch totals.

1 The Florida Marine Fisheries Commission, which is directed under the LTC to authorize
certificate reductions, implemented three years of 10 percent trap reductions between 1992-1995.
Certificate totals declined from the 816.000 certificates grantedthrough the inception of the LTC to
less than600.000 certificatesin 1997(DEP. 1997). Trap reductions were suspendedbetween 1996-
1997, but the Commission implemented an alternate year reduction schedule commencing in the
1998-99 season.
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Belief that the program is a meansbv which to remove commercial fishing from
the region

A portionof the sample is convinced that the LTC is a means by which the
government intends to removelobster trapping from the region entirely. These
respondents claimthat initial phase of the plan is to eliminatesmaller operators.
Once the smaller operators aredisplaced from the fishery, the governmentwill
then remove the remaining fishers. They pointto priorregulations that have
selectively impacted commercial fishing in the Florida Keys, includingthe 1994
Floridanet-ban which displaced net-fishing from state waters, the removal of
commercial fishing from Everglades National Park in the 1980's, and the
implementation of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary no-fishingzones
in 1997 (Milon era*.. 1997).

Other fishers who do not share such extreme views on the LTC are nevertheless
concerned about the marginalizationof small operators. They believe that
althoughthe LTC was not designed to eliminatecommercial lobster fishing, it
will concentrate trapsamong fewer users. A smallerpopulation of lobster
fishers, coupled with a lower frequency ofentrants,may result in the
commercial fishing industry losing the dominant social presence it has held for
decades in the Florida Keys. Also, with the recreational lobster sector
harvestingan estimated 350,000 poundsof lobsterper year(DEP, 1997),these
respondents fear that they may become outnumbered and then ousted from the
industry.

Conviction that the program has led to greaterillegal activities

A majorityof the fishers surveyed complainof the trap-robbing situation in the
region which they claim has increased since the implementation of the LTC.
The respondents believe that, unlike in the past when recreational divers mostly
stole the catch, the current violatorsinclude marginalized or displacedtrap
fishers. Almost three percent of the respondentsclaimed that they had exited the
industry because of the trap robbing situation, and an additional four percent
stated that they would sell out unless conditions improved.

The other frequent concern that fishers have on the trap-robbing issue is the
perceived lack of enforcement and lenient penalty structure. Respondents do not
believe that the authorities have effectively addressed the increasedtrap-robbing
activities, either because of other agendas or because of inadequate funding.
Several fishers argue that LTC and license revenues should be budgeted toward
enforcement rather than research and monitoring. Other fishers are convinced
that it is the current penalty structure that needs to be strengthened to dissuade
trap-robbing activities. Market-based systems are supposed to engender self-
policing mechanisms in which userscooperate to protectthe resource
(Runolfsson, 1997), but the LTC either has not led to the formation of such a
system or is perceived as unenforceable by the participants.
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Recommendations

If managers want to retain social and culturalcomponents in expanding fisheries
through market-based systems, they must consider schemes that allow for
sustainable use, discourage speculation, admit small entrants, and reduce intra-
fishery conflicts and misperceptions concerning the governing agencies and
enforcement bodies. The views of lobster fishers under the LTC provide
important information on the socio-cultural impacts of market-based systems,
and they provide insight into modifications that decision-making bodies can
adopt to create socially acceptable, economically sustainable, fishery
management strategies.

An approachmanagers should consider in the LTC is the installation of a cap on
the minimum number ofcertificates (or shares) that can be reduced. By
determining the threshold number of certificates that fishers require to remain
viable in the fishery, managerscan implement schemes that reduce effort for
only those users who elect to fish above that margin. Smaller users may then
fish at the marginal levels without expending excess effort to keep up with
future reductions. Duncan (1995) argues that market-based fisheries often
facilitate consolidation and rewardthe group of fishers who were initially
responsible for unsustainable fishing practices. Larger, professionalized fishers
often create profit-based industries out of what were once subsistence-based
fisheries. Instead of punishing either group for the extent of its effort within the
industry, fishery managers can allow both user types to operate concurrently
under a cap limit on the least number ofcertificates that can be reduced. The
OrganizedFishermenof Florida (OFF) stone crab limited-entry proposal
suggests utilizing a tier system under which permit transfers result in reductions,
but permits may not be reduced below a base tier of 500 traps (OFF, 1997).
Such a system allows market-based transferwith a reduction component,
thereby eliminating the uncertainty of future reductions across the industry, and
it retains small-scale operators within the industry by exempting them from
transfer reductions.

Another issue that managers need to consider in the LTC is the leasing
component in the program. Leasing and rentingof certificates, in most users'
opinions, invite speculation and inflate the selling price. "Non-fishers" enter the
industry and buy certificates. Small traditional users, who are negatively
impacted by reductions,cannot afford certificatesas pricesbecome prohibitive,
and they are forced to leasecertificates from other fishers and the "non-fishers".
If "non-fishers" were not allowed to lease out certificates, they would lose their
major incentive to enter and remain in the fishery. Respondents believe that a
prohibition on leasing would remove "non-fishers" from the industry, forcing
them to sell their certificates and reduce sale prices. DEP has reviewed the LTC
statute and believes that leasing, by virtue of its absence in the statute, may not
be allowed in the following seasons without an amendment via the Florida
Legislature (Cordero, pers. comm.). While a prohibitionon leasing may reduce
certificate prices and remove the "non-fisher" influence, it will also negatively
affect severalsmall operators who rely exclusively or extensively on leasing for
their income. Any regulations banning leasing must consider a phase-out period
to assist the smaller fishers who will otherwise be eliminated immediately from
the industry.
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The state must also address the elimination of small entrants into the fishery. In
the past, many small entrants startedthe industry as mates and upgradedto
captains. This progressionhas been effectively severed under the LTC, and
mates no longer have the financial means by which to become lobster fishers.
The mate system represents a passageof traditional knowledge that cannot be
readilyreplaced by otherentrants. The 1996Amendments to the Magnuson-
Stevens Act recognized this disparity, and it called for subsequent, federal ITQ
management strategies to consider the allocationofquotas for "entry-level
fishers, small vessel owners, and crew members" who may otherwise not qualify
(16 U.S.C. sec. 1853 (d)(5)(B)). The act also supports small entrants by
allowing fishery management councils and the SecretaryofCommerce to
approveup to 25 percentofany fees collected from ITQ programs to aid in the
financing of ITQs by fishers who use "small vessels" and for"first-time
purchases" of ITQs by entrants(16 U.S.C. sec. 1853(d) (4) (A)). Clearly,the
1996 Amendments convey the federal government's concern toward the impact
of market-based fishery systems on small entrants. The stateof Florida should
considersimilarimpacts in its own market-based, lobster fishery,and ensure
that small entrantparticipation is not eliminated. An effective method by which
to facilitate new user participation in the lobster fishery may be througha state-
sponsored,low interest, loan program that would providesmall fishers the
necessarycapital by which to enter and remain in the industry.

Finally, managers must work closely with both lobster fishers and enforcement
officials to either improve enforcement standards or dispel misperceptions on
illegalactivities. The 1996MFC meeting includedseveralaccountsby both
managementofficials and enforcement officers on the negativeeffects of illegal
lobster fishing on the landings and catch-per-unit-effort(CPUE) (MFC, October
1996). The respondents argue thatillegal fishing is notonly restricted to fishers
using tagless traps, andthat it alsooccurs through traprobbing. The widespread
perception amonglobster fishers is that trap robbing and poaching have
increased since the LTC's implementation, andenforcement has not been
sufficiently upgraded to protect the resource. As more users have been forced
out of the industry, marginalized and eliminated fishers have begun to rob traps.
Without long-term securityin the program, eitherperceived or actual, the
licenseholders cannot fully agree with the goal of the LTC to "increase the yield
pertrapand...maintain or increase overall catchlevels" (Florida Statutes
370.142(1)).
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